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John Dollond
1706–1761

John Dollond was a British telescope maker who patented 
the discovery of the achromatic lens in the middle eighteenth 
century. The story of this lens is filled with controversy because 
it is widely believed that Dollond was not the inventor of the 
achromatic lens, but learned about its properties from lens 
maker George Bass.

According to the literature, an attorney named Chester 
More Hall, with an interest in telescopes, discovered that flint 
glass appeared to have a greater 
color dispersion than crown 
glass did at the same magnifica-
tions. Hall reasoned that if he 
cemented the concave face of 
a flint glass lens to the convex 
face of a crown glass lens, he 
could remove the dispersion 
properties (and thus, chromatic 
aberration) from both lenses 
simultaneously.

During this period, 
telescope makers were doing 
a brisk business in the United 
Kingdom, and Hall decided 
to keep his idea secret until he 
could hire a lens maker to fabricate an achromatic lens. Hall 
contacted two independent optical shops, one to grind and polish 
the flint glass lens and the other to make the crown glass lens. The 
plan was foiled when both optical shops subcontracted their jobs 
to the same lens maker, George Bass. Bass soon realized what was 
occurring and made the lenses for Hall, but he kept in mind the 
secret dispersion-reducing combination. Hall used the achromatic 
lens to fabricate his telescope sometime in the 1730s, but  
he never publicized his discovery and failed to patent it as  
well.

About 20 years later, in the 1750s, Bass met John Dollond 
who was also experimenting with achromatic lenses for his 
telescopes. When Dollond learned about Hall’s secret, he quickly 
began experimenting with glasses of different dispersions until 
he had perfected his own achromatic lenses in 1758. Dollond 
must have been in possession of more business sense than Hall, 
because he succeeded in obtaining a patent for the lens. Crown 
glass was in common use for the fabrication of telescopes and 

microscopes during this period, but flint glass was much harder 
to work with and consequently saw fewer applications.

Dollond’s tripod microscope was an intricately detailed 
brass rendition of a Culpeper-style dual-tripod type microscope 
He introduced many improvements in the basic Culpeper 
design, including a focusing rack that enhanced the ability to 
finely tune specimen focus. The microscope body was fashioned 
from brass tubing covered with bright red velum decorated 
in gold highlights. This particular model lacks the focus rack 
and must be focused by sliding the inner body up and down 
within the outer tube. Unlike the basic Culpeper models, the 
brass tripod legs are aligned to enhance access to the substage 
reflector and specimen stage.

The discovery of achromatic lenses made of flint and crown 
glass heralded a new era for telescope makers, but the same did 
not apply to the microscope. This is primarily due to technical 
difficulties in manufacturing the tiny achromatic compound 
lenses necessary for microscope objectives. The only successful 
objectives had very low magnifications and rather long working 
distances.

Dollond’s reputation grew among instrument makers, 
and this helped his business of making telescopes. Flawless 
pieces of flint glass were difficult to produce, and in the 
late eighteenth century, glassmakers were able to supply 
only small quantities. Thus, supply dictated technology, 
and only those instrument makers who had good relation-
ships with the glassmakers could get high-quality flint 
glass. Dollond, of course, had first choice of flint glass, 
ensuring that his shop was supplied with the necessary 
materials to produce the most advanced telescopes of the 
period.

Although Dollond held the patent on achromatic lenses, 
he was not particularly inclined to prosecute violators, and 
there were many. His oldest son, John, Jr. (1730–1821), 
did protest and received a court order against the violators. 
Dollond continued to produce fine telescopes, and his 
business was taken over by his sons John, Jr. and Peter after 
he died in 1761.
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